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When music and film are combined in a way that both are
expressive, rather than one completely serving another, the end
result is an example of what cinema can truly achieve. One such
film is “The Rocketeer,” released by Walt Disney Pictures in
1991. The film, directed by Joe Johnston, was based on the
comic book by Dave Stevens. Set in Los Angeles, in 1938, the
film focuses on a young pilot named Cliff Secord who
inadvertantly discovers a secret rocket pack designed and built by Howard Hughes. Cliff first
intends to use the rocket to make some money at the Air Show. However, he soon ends up being
pursued by the mob, the FBI and a massive goon named Lothar who works for Neville Sinclair, a
Hollywood movie star spying for the Nazis.
James Horner composed the film’s music, a sweeping orchestral score in the tradition of
action-swashbucklers of the 1930’s and 1940’s. While the approach to the score is very
traditional, elements of it stand out against typical adventure film scores. The music in “The
Rocketeer” is unusually energetic and dramatic. The score develops like a piece written for the
concert stage. The mix of the score versus sound effects very often favors the music, a rare
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occurrence for action films, which tend to focus on explosions and other loud sounds to carry the
dramatic impact.
The result is that “The Rocketeer” is a strikingly musical movie. If this film were made
today, the director would probably want simple music, ensuring that the audience would not be
distracted from the dizzying computer-animated flying sequences. However, the film was not
made with computer-animated effects, and Horner was allowed to provide the energy for these
intense sequences with his orchestral score. This approach to action films is all but extinct today.
However, even in its time, the score to “The Rocketeer” was exceptionally energetic, sweeping
and full of character.

Thematic Analysis of “The Rocketeer”
“The Rocketeer” is an extremely thematic score, in the traditional Wagnerian sense.
Every major character in the film is associated with a musical theme. Once established, the
themes can be altered, interwoven and developed to help communicate what is happening on
screen. John Williams revitalized this approach to film scoring with his music for “Star Wars” in
1977. Many of James Horner’s scores utilize this technique, but few so strongly as “The
Rocketeer.”

Cliff Secord’s Theme:
The main theme of the film is associated with the hero, Cliff Secord. The melodic and
harmonic structure is simple, noble and American. The theme’s inspiration clearly comes from
Aaron Copland.
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The main theme’s many variations range from a quiet solo piano statement to a sweeping
full orchestra fanfare. Cliff’s theme works beautifully in both contexts. The quiet, slower
statements evoke the nobility and charisma of a hard-working, down-on-his-luck American pilot
in the 1930’s. The faster, orchestral fanfares use the same material, yet race through the sky with
exhilarating energy.

The Rocketeer Theme
This theme is really a variation on Cliff Secord’s theme. While the main theme
represents Cliff whether he is flying or not, this theme is only used when he is flying, or during
moments when he is particularly heroic.
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Melodically and harmonically, it is clearly very similar to Cliff’s theme. However, it is
even more action-oriented, used almost exclusively during the most heroic moments of the film.
The melodic line and intense rhythmic punches from the orchestra between phrases suggest a
kind of heroism found in the scores of the classic Westerns of the 1960’s and 1970’s, most
notably those by Elmer Bernstein. Clearly, the filmmakers wanted a rousing, heroic American
character. Cowboys are the most classic and enduring American heroes, and at times Horner
used the Rocketeer theme as if Cliff Secord were a cowboy.
The ability of the music to create a sense of American nationality in the audience was
clearly important to the composer and director. Cliff Secord is originally introduced to the
audience as a likeable American boy, though an unlikely hero. He eventually faces off with
Neville Sinclair, a movie star who is, in fact, a Nazi spy. Neville’s character is loosely based on
Errol Flynn, an actor of the film’s vintage suspected of being a fascist. The film makes the
Nazis’ intentions clear: to steal the rocket from Howard Hughes, learn its technology, and send
armies of flying soldiers overseas to invade and conquer America. Once the audience learns this,
it becomes clear that Cliff Secord must now become a national hero. At one of the most
dramatic moments in the film, the Rocketeer pauses in front a large American flag before
blasting off. This image was even used in some of the promotion for the film. Horner
emphasized this sense of Americanism in his music for Cliff.
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Jenny’s Theme
Jenny Blake is Cliff Secord’s girlfriend. They clearly have been together for a while, but
he has never really confessed how much her cares for her. In fact, he messes up with her about
as much as a guy can. Horner’s elegant theme for Jenny is underplayed in the final version of
the film, although it got a lengthy track on the soundtrack album.
Both Jenny and Cliff are struggling to find time for each other and for their careers,
Cliff’s as a pilot and Jenny’s as an aspiring actress. However, Jenny’s ambitions are more
thickly layered and less transparent than Cliff’s.
Jenny is a more complex character than Cliff, and so her theme could not have been as
bold or full of conviction. A more ambiguous thematic approach was necessary. Jenny’s theme
is more harmonically and melodically interesting than Cliff’s theme. Cliff’s sense of American
bravado is countered by Jenny’s sense of elegance and mystery.

The mixed major I and minor IV chords in the first four bars give her theme a darkness
that Cliff’s does not have. The next two bars of the theme suddenly modulate up to the flat II
chord, yet the contour of the melody line helps smooth over the transition. After two bars, the
theme drifts back down to the original key. The unusual harmonic progression gives the theme
an ambiguous quality.
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Melodically, Cliff’s theme and Jenny’s theme are reverse stereotypes. Typically, the
hero’s theme in adventure movies is comprised of large intervals, often leaping in opposite
directions. John Williams’ scores to films such as “Superman,” “Star Wars” and “Raiders of the
Lost Ark” have had a major impact on associating this kind of melody with heroic characters.
This tradition also goes back to Elmer Bernstein’s “The Magnificent Seven” in 1960 and even
further. However, in “The Rocketeer,” the hero’s theme is melodically derived out of scale
patterns. There are very few intervalic leaps at all. The majority of the intervalic leaps occur in
the second part of the theme, which is rarely stated throughout the film.
Likewise, love themes in adventure films are often more scalar and melodically simple.
In this case, Jenny’s theme is more angular and interval-based than Cliff’s theme. The largest
leap in her theme, that of an octave, is rarely found in typical love themes.
James Horner is clearly not the first composer to go against these stereotypes. However,
“The Rocketeer” is an adventure film set in this traditional genre of action films and more
stereotypical themes could certainly have served the film. Still, despite the somewhat unusual
melodic contours, both themes fit their respective characters perfectly.

Neville Sinclair’s Motives
James Horner did not write a theme for the villain, Neville Sinclair. Instead, Sinclair
was given two primary motives, or melodic fragments, which are often used together, although
frequently developed independently as well. This approach to adventure scores is not unique,
although it is uncommon. In “Star Wars,” John Williams did not write a theme for Darth Vader,
or the Empire. He simply wrote a brief motive that would serve the purpose. It was not until
“The Empire Strikes Back” that he introduced “The Imperial March,” a complete piece of music
with multiple sections, to stand for the villains.
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Horner’s two motives for Neville Sinclair are both short. However, each is used in
sequence with itself, repeating and changing keys. One of these motives occurring in complete
isolation without repetition is rare.

This motive spells out a minor chord with a major seven, which clearly wants to resolve
up to I. When this motive is repeated, it is almost always repeated three times, in ascending
octaves. The last note will resolve upwards by a half step to the tonic and sustain. This
particular development of this motive occurs many times throughout the score.
The second motive is also very short. The following example is comprised of two
statements of Neville Sinclair’s second motive:

While the first motive is always repeated in octaves, the repetition of the second motive
always occurs in unusual intervals, usually related by some chromatic tone. For example, the
second motive is first stated in B minor (see figure above). Then, the figure is repeated at the
interval of a tri-tone. However, the opening note of the second statement is only a half step
down from the ending note of the first statement. Because of the melodic shape of the motive, it
is easily transposed to unusual intervals.
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These are the primary melodic and motivic elements used to create the score for “The
Rocketeer.” Nearly every note of music in the score can be traced back to one of these themes,
or to a handful of developmental motives which will be discussed later.

Cue by Cue Analysis of “The Rocketeer”
Main Title
The film opens with a unique version of Cliff’s theme:

This version is unique, not only because it is quieter, subtler and more ballad-like, but
also because it only appears at the very beginning and end of the film. After an introduction of
swirling textures from the strings, glockenspiel and synthesizer, this theme is played by a solo
piano during the first few titles against a black background.
At the appearance of the title, the solo piano melody ends and Cliff’s theme is heard in its
unaltered form in the celli and violas. Also at this moment, the black background begins to split
in half as Cliff and his friend Peevy open the doors to a hangar revealing an airstrip, and the
movie begins. The opening sequence shows Cliff and Peevy preparing a new plane for a test
flight. The music is a majestic statement of Cliff’s theme.
As the plane prepares to take off, the score becomes increasingly tense. The sequence
builds until Cliff begins to barrel down the runway. At this point, the sound effects of the engine
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take over, and Horner allowed the score to back off. The roaring engine is only accented by
stabs from the trumpets and a xylophone.
At the moment when the plane soars into the air, the horns and strings play the Rocketeer
theme, only without the rhythmic punches it will have at later points in the film. The theme
plays through the scene as Cliff pilots the plane while his ground crew cheers.
At this point, all of the musical material in the cue has been developed from the main
theme of the film. Cliff’s theme has been stated in all three variations in which it will ever
appear. Every new statement of the theme is transposed away from the previous statement by a
major third. This transposition of the main theme will be a constant throughout the score. The
theme is rarely, if ever, stated twice in a row in the same key.

“That’s the End of That”
A long sequence involving a mob car being chased down by FBI agents follows the main
title. Cliff’s plane is accidentally gunned down and crashes into the runway, a flaming wreck.
This extended sequence is accomplished entirely without music.
As Peevy and Cliff look at the flaming wreckage of their precious plane, Peevy throws up
his hands and says, “Well, that’s the end of that.” At this point, the second cue begins with an
oboe slowly stating Cliff’s theme.
As Cliff and Peevy yell at the FBI agents who were on the scene, arresting the mobster
they were chasing, the strings take over and build suspense throughout the conversation. Cliff’s
theme returns, still in the strings, as he tells the FBI agent how important the plane was to him
and his crew. By bringing in Cliff’s theme right at this moment, Horner helped to create a sense
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of sympathy for Cliff. Another musical approach could have emphasized how angry he was that
the plane was ruined, this scene is an argument after all. But, when the strings gently play his
theme, it goes against his anger, which is apparent enough by itself, and emphasizes the loss he
and his friends are experiencing. A fight breaks out between Cliff and the FBI agent, and the
orchestral activity still remains subtle in the strings.
As the FBI agents begin to question the mobster they arrested, a solo tenor saxophone
begins. This brief cue is a reference to years of film noir detective movies scored with the heavy
use of solo saxophone. While the effect could be dangerously comical, the sax is under-played
and walks the fine line between homage and parody.
The scene is closed out with fragments of the Rocketeer theme from different instruments
in the orchestra.

Howard Hughes
The following scene introduces Howard Hughes as the designer of the rocket. The scene
is scored subtly, with woodwinds (primarily the double reeds). At the end of the scene, Hughes
throws the plans for the rocket into the fire. At this moment, Neville Sinclair’s first motive is
played, three times in ascending octaves and finally resolving up to the tonic. This motive will
appear in this form many times throughout the score. The camera zooms in on the graphic on the
front of the plans: rocket men circling the globe. This image will later be seen in Nazi
propaganda.
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Discovering the Rocket
In this scene, Cliff stumbles across the rocket that had been stashed in his hangar during
the opening car chase sequence. As Cliff slowly removes the rocket from the duffel bag, the
upper woodwinds begin playing the first phrase of the Rocketeer theme. However, once Peevy
starts examining it to figure out what it is, the music becomes more ominous. Neville Sinclair’s
second motive starts in the horns, slowly.
Cliff decides to press the ignition button, and the cue explodes as suddenly as the rocket
ignites. The upper winds and strings cascade around fast melodic figures as the rocket ricochets
around the hangar only to crash into a table and finally stop.
As they pick up the rocket again, the music returns to Cliff’s theme, building up and
becoming extremely ominous as Cliff straps it on his back. The sequence climaxes on Peevy’s
face as he realizes what Cliff has discovered. At this moment, Horner put the strings on Cliff’s
theme, set in minor mode, with the low brass ascending on Neville Sinclair’s second motive
underneath it. The combination works very dramatically.
Testing the Rocket
Cliff and Peevy steal a statue to test the rocket out on. The music introduced here could
be best described as Peevy’s theme. A light, comical, yet subtle theme played on the bassoons
and clarinets accompanies their mischief.

The scene is scored with cartoon-like sensibilities. As the statue and rocket blast into the
air, the orchestral score is very energetic, with fragments of melodic material bouncing in from
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the winds and trumpets. Suddenly, the chain comes loose and the statue blasts into the night sky.
As they stare up, looking for it, the audience is able to see the rocket coming toward them in the
background. At this point, the strings provide the suspense, and spiral downward as we watch
the rocket descending from the sky toward them. The orchestra comes in full as they turn
around, and start to run from the rocket.
After they get the rocket back, Peevy’s mischievous theme returns in the bassoons as
Cliff begins to ponder stealing the rocket and making money with it.

Building the Helmet
Peevy labors all night, building a helmet that Cliff can wear to help guide the rocket
while flying. The strings play the main theme as the sequence fades into the morning when Cliff
enters the room to see the completed helmet. The theme reaches its last note, just as Cliff sees
the helmet and says, “He has got to be kidding!”

Neville Sinclair’s Film
The film cuts to Neville Sinclair on the set shooting his movie “The Laughing Bandit,”
which is clearly a reference to Errol Flynn’s “The Adventures of Robin Hood”. For this
sequence, Horner wrote a rousing swash-buckling theme song to be played during the shooting,
clearly in the style of Erich Korngold’s theme from “The Adventures of Robin Hood”.
Later in the scene, Neville overhears Cliff telling Jenny about the rocket. As he sneaks
through the set toward them, the woodwinds bring up fragments of the first phrase of the
Rocketeer theme. When it turns out that Jenny has been fired from the picture, the audience
hears the first pieces of Jenny’s theme, primarily the second half of her theme.
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The Flying Circus
By far the most exciting cue in the film, this piece accompanies Cliff’s first flight as the
Rocketeer. Cliff realizes that his friend Malcolm has gone up in his plane for him at the Airshow
and that he must rescue him.
“Rocket’s in the tool chest, right?” Cliff asks Peevy.
Before Peevy can answer, Cliff runs off and a loud timpani fanfare kicks off the cue.
Cliff’s theme accompanies his frantic run towards the hangar where the rocket is kept.
Peevy enters the hangar to see Cliff putting on the rocket. The French Horns introduce a
developmental motive that is extremely important to this cue and others later on. This motive is
best described as the adventure motive:

As Cliff prepares for flight, the horns and strings play his theme. When he first blasts off,
his ascent is accompanied by a large swell in the whole orchestra. During this sequence, every
major ascent or descent in Cliff’s flight is accompanied by an orchestral swell of this type.
This sequence uses the adventure motive frequently, broken by entrances of Cliff’s
theme, and orchestral swells during the dramatic parts of the flight as Cliff rescues Malcolm.
After Cliff rescues Malcolm, he flies around the valley, exploring what the rocket can do.
His theme is stated broadly in the brass in its entirety, both the first and second sections of the
theme.
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At one point, Cliff falls too close to the ground and blasts through cornfields and
clotheslines. Here, the brass introduce the Rocketeer theme in full, complete with the orchestral
punches. As two hicks watch the wheat fields being torn up in amazement, a banjo and jaw-harp
are subtly added to the orchestral texture for a comical effect. The strings pound away on an
ostinato of an open fifth, giving the entire sequence a square-dance quality.
Peevy finally catches up with Cliff after he crashed into a pond. As Peevy runs over to
him, the bassoons bring back his mischievous theme. They see the gangsters coming toward
them, whom they mistake for reporters. At this point, the horns bring back Neville Sinclair’s
first motive, building the darker suspense.

Mobsters at the Diner
Cliff and Peevy get stuck at the diner when mobsters come looking for Cliff. No one in
the diner tells the mobsters that Cliff is among them, but Cliff’s picture is on the wall. As the
mobsters are checking the place out, Cliff exchanges glances with his friends communicating a
plan. During this sequence, Horner introduced another important developmental motive, which
is best described as the suspense motive:

This simple musical figure is played on the glockenspiel and a synthesizer, and will also
reappear in later cues during suspenseful moments.
After they escape the mobsters, Cliff runs upstairs and puts on the rocket. As the camera
pans up to him, the Rocketeer theme is triumphantly stated by the trumpets.
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Neville and Jenny
During this sequence, Neville is dancing with Jenny at the South Seas Club. The band is
not playing, so Horner used the musical space to provide extremely tense music, to enhance
Neville’s villainous seduction of Jenny. Neville Sinclair’s second motive is used to propel the
scene forward.

Escape from the South Seas Club
Cliff is discovered by the mobsters at the South Seas Club and runs back to the laundry
room where he had hidden the rocket. As he is chased down the hall, the trumpets and
glockenspiel play an elongated version of the Rocketeer theme.
As Cliff flies into the ballroom of the club, the main theme is strongly stated. Outside the
club, Jenny tries to get a cab, but turns back when she sees that Cliff is in trouble inside. During
these shots, Horner used her theme.
Cliff’s theme is stated the strongest in this sequence as he finally escapes by flying up
through the stained-glass ceiling. Jenny is caught as she tries to run out of the club, and Neville
Sinclair’s first motive fades the scene out, again in a sequence of three repetitions in ascending
octaves.

Neville Sinclair’s House
This cue is unique because it uses less of the primary musical material than any other cue.
Jenny sneaks around Sinclair’s house until she stumbles across a secret room, serving as a radio
room to Nazi Germany. As she discovers that Sinclair is a Nazi, the snare drums begin playing a
quiet, militaristic rhythm. She is caught and Lothar steps menacingly towards her. As she is lost
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in his immense shadow, Neville Sinclair’s first motive in the horns and trombones again closes
the scene.

Howard Hughes and Cliff
Cliff is caught by the FBI and brought to Howard Hughes. Hughes shows him recovered
Nazi propaganda footage, detailing the Nazis’ plan for the rocket-pack. The score to this
sequence is clearly very Germanic, and heavy. The music has been altered to sound like it is on
film from the 1930’s, which adds even more realism to the footage.
Cliff escapes Hughes by jumping on a model of the now infamous Spruce Goose and
flies out the window. Not only was this dramatic, but also comical as Hughes looks at the model
and says, “The son of a bitch will fly!” For this sequence, Horner employed the trombones and
trumpets blaring out the Rocketeer theme as Cliff escaped, and a quiet clarinet and piccolo on the
second half of the theme when Hughes says his line.

Rendezvous at Griffith Park Observatory
The scene begins with the suspense motive from the diner sequence. Cliff arrives to
exchange the rocket for Jenny. As Sinclair steps out of the car with Jenny, a solo trumpet plays
his first motive. As Jenny defies him, the strings play her theme, stating it more prominently
than it had been up to this point.
The standoff between Cliff and Sinclair is underscored subtly with winds and strings
playing ominous chords. Suddenly, a military cadence breaks out as German soldiers surround
them at Sinclair’s command. Sinclair’s first motive is heard as the scene clearly tilts in his favor.
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They turn around and look towards the sky as a giant German zeppelin flies overhead.
As the huge balloon is seen, Sinclair’s second motive begins ascending, repeating and
transposing up by tri-tones. The orchestra adds a huge bulk to the zeppelin towering overhead.
The orchestration also gets larger and larger, climaxing and returning to an intense military
cadence as Sinclair again commands his troops.
The FBI suddenly shows up and a gunfight ensues. Sinclair grabs Jenny and runs for the
zeppelin. The music continues to build, with swirling string figures laying over the french horns
playing Jenny’s theme, as she is forced to climb the ladder into the airship.
Cliff grabs a gun and prepares to fly after the airship. As the excitement begins to build,
Horner brought back the horns playing the adventure motive introduced originally during the
Flying Circus sequence. He allows the figure to repeat, transposing by major thirds.
Cliff grabs his helmet off the ground, and the trumpets play his theme, with trilling winds
and strings behind it, creating the most heroic, if not most energetic, moment of the score. The
theme gets bigger and louder as Cliff climbs to the roof of the observatory, standing before the
American flag before blasting off. The mobsters and FBI agents (who are now fighting together
against the Germans) stop and watch him take off. As Cliff blasts off, the cue ends with as much
triumph and energy as most adventure films’ end titles.

Battle on the Zeppelin
This cue starts off with a scherzo, which soon has the opening lines of the Rocketeer
theme layered on to it by the trumpets. When the film cuts to the interior of the zeppelin, Horner
brings back the suspense motive.
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The film cuts back to the Rocketeer running along the outside of the zeppelin. Screaming
trumpets cry out the adventure motive, which is normally in the horns an octave (or two) lower.
This is the loudest and biggest this motive is ever stated throughout the score.
As Cliff fights Lothar, a melody line is heard in the strings that has been developed by
extending Neville Sinclair’s first motive. At the end of the battle, the Rocketeer flies up behind
Lothar and knocks him off the zeppelin. An embellished version of the adventure motive
finishes out the fight sequence.
Lothar’s body crashes through the glass below in the cockpit, and Neville Sinclair’s first
motive is heard in its usual sequence.
Shortly before the Rocketeer enters the cockpit to save Jenny, the strings state her theme.
Sinclair and Cliff have a final standoff, as he holds a gun to Jenny’s head. The suspense motive
is used primarily during this sequence. While it is most often heard in the xylophone and
synthesizer, tremolo violins play it this time.
A fight breaks out between Sinclair and Cliff, using elements of Cliff’s theme and new
musical material introduced specifically for this fight sequence. Towards the end of the fight,
Sinclair’s second motive builds up and is repeated four times, again transposing after each
repetition.
As Cliff and Jenny escape to the top of the exploding zeppelin, Horner used her theme as
she tells him that she loves him. At the last moment, Peevy and Howard Hughes fly by in a
plane and rescue them. As they run towards the plane, Jenny’s theme is played in the low brass
and low strings. As they climb on to the ladder, fragments of Cliff’s theme in minor mode are
heard in sequence.

Finally, they escape and the zeppelin explodes, to a tremendous full-

orchestra fanfare, accented by a clanging anvil.
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As the scene fades from flames to an orange tree the following morning, Neville
Sinclair’s first motive is heard in sequence for the final time: three statements, in ascending
octaves, with the last note resolving to a sustained note on the tonic.

Resolution
Howard Hughes appears at the diner with a new test plane to give Cliff to thank him.
The final cue begins just like the main title, with sparkling sounds from the strings, glockenspiel
and synthesizer, followed by a solo piano rendition of the main theme. This version of the theme
has only been heard once before, at the very opening of the film. The cue begins right as
Howard Hughes asks Cliff what is was like to fly the rocket.
Cliff’s theme begins in the Celli as the tape is torn off the plane revealing the painted
words: “Pilot: Cliff Secord.” The theme builds, as he kisses Jenny, until it reaches it climax as
the camera pans out full from the scene. A fast scherzo version of Cliff’s theme begins as the
credits begin to roll.

Conclusion
James Horner’s score to “The Rocketeer” is, in many ways, a very traditional orchestral
adventure film score. Its dramatic construction resembles that of classic action swashbucklers,
though, in its time the music was still strikingly expressive and romantic. However, while this
film is now only ten years old, its score (and visual effects) make it seem even older. “The
Rocketeer,” for whatever reason, marked the end of this kind of orchestral action film. By 1991,
movie audiences had seen the conclusion of the “Superman,” “Indiana Jones,” and “Star Wars”
films, although the “Star Wars” films would be given another chance at the end of the decade.
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In the years that followed “The Rocketeer,” action blockbusters such as “Terminator 2:
Judgement Day” (1991), “Speed” (1994) or “The Rock” (1996) began to redefine action scores
with heavy use of synthesizers and pop music influences. In addition, major blockbusters began
to be released that had virtually no score whatsoever. While the philosophy among filmmakers
to layer a film’s soundtrack with popular songs had been around for decades, the 1990’s saw an
unprecedented rise in this kind of soundtrack, with films such as “The Crow” (1994), “William
Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet” (1996) or “Armageddon” (1998).
At the end of all of this madness, we now find ourselves in a time when new “Superman”
and “Star Trek” shows are scored with teen-audience-approved pop songs, instead of with the
major orchestras and composers the series and films used to demand.
Were “The Rocketeer” made today, a score like Horner’s would never be written for it,
even if Horner himself were to score it. The score for “The Rocketeer” both complements the
film, and stands out as a strong narrative voice. Most filmmakers today are hesitant, if not
terrified, of letting a film score say anything at all. Due to the traditional nature of Horner’s
score to “The Rocketeer,” and the film’s unfortunate release both at the beginning of a new trend
in action scores, and at the very start of the Gulf War, it is often under-appreciated. The score
for “The Rocketeer” seldom receives the recognition it deserves as a contribution to Horner’s
canon, and to the entire adventure film music genre.

